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WE OWN 
THE CITY



WE ARE CITY HIKERS AND SUBURB EXPLORERS.

PIONEERS ABLE TO FIND ADVENTURE IN EVERY STREET. 

IN EVERY SQUARE.

WE CLIMB ESCALATORS, WE CROSS PUDDLES, WE ZIGZAG ON 

SIDEWALKS.

AND WE MOVE FAST.

JUMP ON TRAINS AND CHASE PLANES.

WE RIDE CYCLING LANES AND LEAVE A TRACE BEHIND US.

 

SUBWAY LINES ARE THE PATHS THAT WE FOLLOW.

NEON SIGNS ARE THE LIGHTS THAT GUIDE US HOME AT NIGHT.

SKYSCRAPERS ARE OUR MOUNTAINS.

NEIGHBORHOODS, OUR WOODS.

NATURE IS IN OUR NATURE.

WE BRING THE OUTDOOR WITHIN.

AND WALK THE CITY LIKE WE OWN IT.
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FLYROAM 
URBAN CRAFT
KIRI UP

AVANTGARDE
      AND FREE



Flyroam combine the nowadays minimal aesthetic 
with a fashionable and underground design that per-
fectly match Timberland’ strong personality.

Light-designed and free by nature, Flyroam is the 
biting-ground sneaker going fast as the city, here and 
now.

It’s a call to live the city as a dynamic playground, thanks 
to AeroCore, the striking technology developed in-
house.

Charismatic and cool in every detail, Flyroam aims to 
be another Timberland icon, loved by those who just 
want to be light, fast and free beyond barriers. Are 
you one of them?

FLYROAM
BE FAST, BE LIGHT, BE FREE... 
AND GO BEYOND BARRIERS





FLYROAM

BLUE CA1JMG
GREEN CA1JG1
BLACK CA1JFZ



Urban journey is going to be style-driven this season, 
with Timberland’s new streetwear realease.

Urban Craft is the collection that deeply strenghten 
Timberland ambition to move its philosophy from true 
American classic to European urban environment, 
with the same loyalty to its brand values. 

Inspired by flourishing underground culture and con-
temporary trends, this ready-to-rock new collection is 
freshly designed for the independent youth that want 
to roam free and travel all over the urban landscapes 
without any constraint.

URBAN CRAFT
FAST-FORWARD OUTWEAR 

GETS STYLISH

URBAN CRAFT
JACKET A1LA6



Timberland cross over again the boundaries between 
its familiar limitless American landscapes and street-
style, opening up a new female way to live the city 
with class.

The urban one could be a wild journey: who better 
than Timberland could make it an adventurous stylish 
experience?

Thought to fit every woman, from the stylish and busy 
one to the contemporary and cool, via the sporty and 
dynamic, Kiri Up is a versatile sneaker that does not 
follow anybody’s footsteps, created to combine brand 
heritage and sporty attitude with urban challenges 
contemporary women face day by day.

KIRI UP
A FEMININE TOUCH IN 

SNEAKER CULTURE





KIRI UP

BLACK CA1ML5
WHITE CA1MLG
BROWN CA1MJV



MEN’S SENSORFLEX
3-IN-1
WOMEN’S SENSORFLEX

TECHNOLOGY
     OF MOTION



Timberland cross over again the boundaries between 
its familiar limitless American landscapes and street-
style, opening up a new female way to live the city 
with class.

The urban one could be a wild journey: who better 
than Timberland could make it an adventurous stylish 
experience?

Thought to fit every woman, from the stylish and busy 
one to the contemporary and cool, via the sporty and 
dynamic, Kiri Up is a versatile sneaker that does not 
follow anybody’s footsteps, created to combine brand 
heritage and sporty attitude with urban challenges 
contemporary women face day by day.

SENSORFLEX 
MALE

READY TO WEAR 
VERSATILITY







IN THIS PAGE, FROM LEFT 
TO RIGHT:

PRESTON HILLS CA1MND
PRESTON HILLS CA1JPG
WESTMORE CA1J5H

SENSORFLEX

PREVIOUS PAGE:

 
KILLINGTON CA1HQH



The city is fluid, liquid always changing, that’s why who 
lives it requires high-performative and ground-break-
ing garments.

Whenever things get warmer and moister, 3 in 1 lay-
ering system it’s the ready to wear hype that makes 
everything easier, dryer and cooler.

This is not the usual compatible technology: each 
piece is designed to be stylish on its own. There is no 
space for choosing between fashion, comfort and per-
formance with 3 in 1, the perfect way to conquer the 
city with a trendy attitude.

3IN1
EMBRACE THE CHANGE

3IN1
JACKET A1NXE 433



VERSATILITY AT ITS BEST

Timberland cross over again the boundaries between 
its familiar limitless American landscapes and street-
style, opening up a new female way to live the city 
with class.

The urban one could be a wild journey: who better 
than Timberland could make it an adventurous stylish 
experience?

Thought to fit every woman, from the stylish and busy 
one to the contemporary and cool, via the sporty and 
dynamic, Kiri Up is a versatile sneaker that does not 
follow anybody’s footsteps, created to combine brand 
heritage and sporty attitude with urban challenges 
contemporary women face day by day.

SENSORFLEX 
FEMALE







SENSORFLEX

PREVIOUS PAGE:

KENNISTON CA15TM

IN THIS PAGE:

KILLINGTON CA1JIA



RADFORD
GOOSE EYE 
COURMAYEUR
VENICE PARK

 THE CLASSICS’
     RE/BOOT





A timeless classic with a contemporary identity, as 
performative and iconic as always but still with a 
brand-new image: there is ground-breaking Radford 
6” Waterproof Boot.

Still shiny after years, the Original Yellow Boot grew 
up with a generation, penetrating deeply into pop 
culture; now, it gets a new fresh dimension with its 
evolved Radford.

The two walk in parallel, sharing the same DNA and 
heritage: focusing on research, quality materials and 
innovation Timberland accepted the challenge of re-
defining an icon, adding to its signature item the cut-
ting-edge in-house-developed SensorFlex technology.

RADFORD
A NEW CLASSIC IS BORN





RADFORD

YELLOW CA1JHF
BLACK CA1JI2



A must-have of the season, Goose Eye restyles warm 
comfort with a fit and contemporary look.

Born to stay outside, this 100% nylon winter jacket 
made in minute details, recounts true traditional histo-
ries, while it’s ready to write new ones in any context.
Plain weave fabric composed, Goose Eye is a wa-
ter-resistant duck down filled jacket that isn’t afraid of 
any weather and climate condition.

Paired with Radford, the most appropriate season’s 
duo cross boundaries, with an innovative yet authen-
tic personality, bringing Timberland into a new ambi-
tious dimension.

GOOSE EYE
MADE FOR ANYWHERE 

AND ANYTIME

GOOSE EYE
JACKET A1NY1 G58



Inspired by the sophisticated European lifestyle, 
Courmayeur is a classy charismatic boot, imagined for 
sporty and versatile contemporary women.
 
The quality can be seen, smelled and walked into ur-
ban European landscapes, where Courmayeur feels at 
home, worn by self-confident women, facing every day 
with unique attitude.

It is versatility at its very best, thought to mirror wom-
en that need more than premium quality in any singu-
lar detail.

Heritage and modern details match distinctively in 
the Courmayeur range, with wool, cotton and leath-
er refined details that raise higher the casual fashion 
quality bar.

COURMAYEUR
A CLASSIC GETS URBAN



COURMAYEUR

GREEN CA1J5U
GREY CA1J58
BROWN CA1KIG



Always versatile, ready for the changing seasons, Tim-
berland welcomes the fall by never compromising on 
its legendary solid build and all-day comfort ethos.
The Venice Park boots collection places focus on both 
style and practicality, delivering on look and feel.

Designed in collaboration with Alberto Del Biondi stu-
dio, it will take you from home to office and back again, 
tackling the weekend with equal confidence. Three 
models step forward, ready to compliment casual, 
evening looks and workwear alike.

VENICE PARK
WANDER THE CITY IN STYLE

VENICE PARK CA1IWO



PR AGENCIES

ITALY
PROBEAT AGENCY
WWW.PROBEATAGENCY.COM
RIPA DI PORTA TICINESE 77, 20143 MILANO
PAOLO RUFFATO 
PAOLO@PROBEATAGENCY.COM
PH. +39 02 89422558

FRANCE
PROBEAT AGENCYPIETRI PUBLICIS CONSULTANTS
WWW.PUBLICIS-CONSULTANTS.FR
5 RUE FEYDEAU 75002, PARIS
JULIETTE PRIGENT 
JULIETTE.PRIGENT@CONSULTANTS.PUBLICIS.FR
PH. +33 1 44 82 47 51

NETHERLANDS
FUSE COMMUNICATION
WWW.FUSE-COMMUNICATION.COM
BEETHOVENSTRAAT 184, 1077 JX AMSTERDAM
MARLOES VAN WILLENBURG
MARLOES@FUSE-COMMUNICATION.COM
+31 20 622 89 98

BELGIUM
MEDIA MANIA
WWW.MEDIAMANIA.BE/EN-GB
KIPDORP 23, B-2000, ANTWERPEN
MARGO VAN RAEMDONCK
MARGO@MEDIAMANIA.BE
+32 (0) 32 13 07 45 

GERMANY
HÄBERLEIN & MAUERER AG
WWW.HAEBMAU.DE
FRANZ-JOSEPH-STR. 1, 80801 MÜNCHEN
JULIA.JASSOY@HAEBMAU.DE
+49(0)89 38108 249

SPAIN
JUST BE 
WWW.JUSTBECOMUNICACION.COM 
CALLE MANUEL SILVELA 1 1D, 28010 MADRID 
MACARENA BLÁNCHON 
MACARENA.BLANCHON@JUSTBECOMUNICA-
CION.COM 
+34 913085042

UK
IPR
WWW.IPRLONDON.COM
89 1/2 WORSHIP STREET, LONDON EC2A 2BF
RACHEL LUBIN
RACHELLUBIN@IPRLONDON.COM
+44 (0)207 739 0272

TURKEY
EFFECT PR
WWW.EFFECT.COM.TR
BÜYÜKDERE CAD. ECZA SK. SAFTER İŞ MERKEZI 
KAT.4, NO.6 ŞIŞLI, ISTANBUL
SUNA ÇELIK
TIMBERLAND@EFFECT.COM.TR
+90 (212) 269 00 69 

DENMARK
AGENCY V      
WWW.AGENCYV.COM       
LILLE STRANDSTRÆDE 14D, 1. SAL
1254 COPENHAGEN K, DENMARK 
+ 45 77 34 44 91

 
SWEDEN
AGENCY V
WWW.AGENCYV.COM 
BRUNNSGATAN 9
111 38 STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN
+46 8 22 44 44

 
NORWAY
AGENCY V
WWW.AGENCYV.COM 
OSCARS GATE 66
0257 OSLO, NORWAY
TEL. +47 406 61 63 50

 



WWW.TIMBERLAND.COM


